Plastic Spoon Snowman

**Items you are given:** plastic spoon, orange cardstock paper, another color of cardstock paper (colors vary), strip of felt (colors vary), 2 googly eyes, and 3 black pompoms  
**Items you will need:** Scissors, tacky glue (optional: school glue), and a fine-line dark colored permanent marker

For this craft: **FRONT** = Rounded side of spoon  
**BACK** = Cupped side of spoon

**Step 1:** Cut out a hat shape from your colored cardstock paper. You can make any kind of hat shape you want. Glue the hat to the top, front of the spoon. Let it dry a bit so it doesn’t move around.

**Step 2:** Once the hat is set in place, cut out an orange nose and glue it onto the spoon. Also glue on your googly eyes. Let these dry a bit so they don’t move around.

**Step 3:** Glue the felt strip (trim to make it more narrow if needed) to the back of the spoon where the snowman’s neck will be. Let this dry for a while before bringing the ends to the front side. You do not want it moving around.

**Step 4:** Once the felt is pretty much set in place (and the glue is holding well), bring the ends together (off to one side) and glue them securely so the scarf stays in place.

**Step 5:** Glue the black pompoms down the handle of the spoon for the snowman’s buttons. Use enough glue, since pompoms are hard to get to stick.

**Step 6:** Using a fine-line, dark colored marker, add a mouth to your snowman. Once everything is completely dry, stick the snowman into a flower pot, or wherever he will stand up on his own. Alternatively, you can also stick the end of the spoon into some clay or sand or pebbles to get him to stand.